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The major work of “Art In Public Places” at 2nd and G painted on the north wall of 
the Terminal Hotel Building was by local artist Terry Buckendorf for the 1976 
Bicentennial Celebration. Its subject was the impressive Davis Arch that spanned 
2nd Street at G Street from 1916 to 1924. Built with funds raised by town women, 
the Arch welcomed arrivals from the depot with the messages “Gateway to Yolo 
County” and “ Home of University Farm.” But “art imitates life.” The arch was torn 
down and the mural had a similar fate with the demolition of the Terminal Hotel 
Building in 2000. The mural had become a proud community feature, a highlight 
of rising historical consciousness in Davis after the ‘60s.  


  








 


 


This birthday party gathering in the 600 block of C Street, in May of 1987 was 


part of the rise of neighborhood consciousness in what subsequently became 


known as “Old North Davis.” The birthday boy, front row first from the left, is age 


one. The demographic span of the people gathered extends to the 100 year old 


Mrs. Hummel on the right.   


  








 


 


Aquatics are among the sports in which Davisites display an intense interest at 


both recreational and organized competition levels. Four municipal pools provide 


the infrastructure. Winning water polo teams at the High School and the UCD 


level are notable. Triathlon champion Dave Scott (and his father), coached in City 


swimming complexes.  Shown here while under construction in 1973 is the new 


Slide Hill Park pool, surrounded by Davis Manor subdivisions also being built. 








 


By the 1960s Davisites had developed a sense of their local history. A 
Landmarks Commission was appointed in the mid 1960s and continues as 
today’s “Historical Resources Management Commission.” The 1960s core of 
local history buffs produced the magnificent “Davisville ‘68” history of the town’s 
first century. Above is a “throw” bed-cover that features a dozen local landmarks. 
It was commercially made and sold widely in the 1970s and is still available today.   








 


 


  


The Picnic Day Parade is the main “adult” parade of the year in Davis. From the 


1870s to the 1930s there were occasionally Fourth of July parades but that 


tradition has died out. Here (circa 1975) the Davis Senior High Band passes by 


the reviewing stand on F between 3rd and 4th.  Every fall there is Homecoming 


Parade from Downtown to the High School.    








 


  


The City’s tradition of parades is strongest at the “kiddie parade” level.  One of 


them honors the Fourth of July and another is a December Holiday Parade. In 


the photo above we see the “Easter Parade.”   Circa 200, former postmaster and 


Mayor Ted Puntillo is seen driving an antique fire truck accompanied by Smoky 


the Bear and the Easter Bunny.    








  


 


 


The four motel and restaurant ashtrays from the 1960s and thereabouts pictured 


here are of interest because one no longer sees them in either type of 


establishment--or at least not with great frequency. Of note, items of this kind 


have become collectors’ items and are bought and sold regularly in such venues 


as eBay, where these four were purchased. 


  








 


 


 


The “Turkey Trot,” held the Saturday before Thanksgiving, has grown from its 


1987 start. It now attracts a region-wide field of runners for its 5k and 10k and 


half-marathon main events and for its four runs for kids. Here we see at the finish 


line at B at 6th in 1997. Running events and bicycle events such as the spring 


“Double Century” bike tour are a bit disruptive to traffic and to neighborhoods, but 


Davis takes pride in being a town of athletes and healthful exercise venues.   








 


  


A bicentennial year project celebrated the high-wheeler bicycle, the adopted 


symbol of the City since the Davisville centennial in 1968. The Davis High School 


metal shop designed, built, and installed “The Big Bike” in the median of Russell 


Boulevard just west of Anderson Road. The photo on the right is 37 years after 


installation and the mature vegetation greatly softens the hardscape of the left 


photo (but obscures the bike itself).   








 


 


Davis has a vigorous “art in public places” program that greatly enhances the 


town’s parks and public spaces. Here at the Davis Food Cooperative on July 11, 


2000, Artist Gerald Heffernon (in the green shirt) shows off his newly-installed 


“Portrait of a Plump Tomato.” Mayor and fellow artist Julie Partansky is on the far 


right. To the left of her is the architect who designed the Coop building, Maria 


Ogrydziak (in a blue dress).    





